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A short-time existence theorem is proven for the initial-boundary-value problem 
for a class of quasilinear symmetric hyperbolic systems containing a constant-coef- 
ficient spatial operator multiplied by a large parameter 1. Solutions u are shown to 
remain bounded independently of Iz for a time independent of I, provided that u(O) 
and u,(O) are bounded independently of 1 and certain structural conditions are 
satisfied. This result is applied to the quasigeostrophic approximation of the 
shallow water equations and the constant-pressure approximation in combustion, 
and solutions for these cases are shown to converge to solutions of limiting 
equations as i, + co. 3 I 1987 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Singular limits of quasilinear symmetric hyperbolic systems have received 
considerable attention recently [2, 7, 14, 191. The results developed have 
been applied to a variety of physical problems [6, 7, 14,25,26], of which 
the principal motivating example was the incompressible limit of slightly 
compressible fluids [9, 14, 191. Most of the general theory has been 
developed, however, only for initial-value problems; that is, although [ 151 
does treat some initial-boundary-value problems, much of the work on 
singular limits in bounded domains has dealt specifically with the incom- 
pressible limit in fluid dynamics [ 11, 241. The goal of this article is to 
present the results from [24] in a framework general enough to treat 
several other physical systems. The specific problems to be considered here 
are the quasigeostrophic approximation of the shallow water equations and 
the constant-pressure approximation in combustion. In each of these cases, 
solutions will be shown to exist for a time independent of a large parameter 
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1 and to converge to solutions of an appropriate set of limiting equations 
as A + co. In particular, this also demonstrates the existence of solutions to 
the initial-boundary-value problem for the limiting equations. 
Solid-wall boundary conditions will be used for all the physical systems 
to be considered. This boundary condition not only facilitates taking the 
limit A + co; it is also vital to the method used here to show existence of 
solutions for fixed 1, namely representing the actual problem as a limit of 
problems with nonsingular boundary matrices. (See below and/or [22] for 
this method. It might also be possible to demonstrate existence directly 
using the results of [4]. Also, existence for fixed 2 for the Euler equations 
in a bounded domain with solid-wall boundary conditions has been shown 
previously by another method [l, 3, lo]. In particular, this means that for 
other boundary conditions, such as the ones considered in [20], even 
existence of solutions to the Euler or other equations remains to be proven. 
On the other hand, the proof given here of existence for a time independent 
of II is of course, also applicable to initial-value problems, and gives a suf- 
ficient condition for uniform existence different from those of both [7] and 
[14]. It would be interesting to generalize these three approaches by show- 
ing the sufficiency of their common assumption that u(0) and u,(O) are 
bounded independently of 1, since the necessity of this assumption is clear 
from the example a(u) U, + lu, = 0 with a’(u) & 0. 
2. EQUATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS 
We will seek solutions u(t, x, A) for systems of the form 
AO(t,x,u)u,+Aj(t,x,U)U,,+B(t,x,u)u+~[Cju,,+Du] 
= F( t, x) in Sz (2.1) 
M(x)u=O on aa (2.2) 
40, x, 1) =.0x, 11, (2.3) 
and our primary interest is the behavior of solutions for large A. 
We will make several assumptions about this system to obtain (uniform) 
existence. First, we assume that (2.1) is symmetric hyperbolic, at least in a 
neighborhood of the initial data, i.e., 
A’, the A’, and the Cj are symmetric matrices, and there exist 
Cl> E~>O such that A’(t,x,v)ac, for (t,x,u)~ 
co, T,T;; No, where NO= {(x, o)lxefl and 31 such that 
Iv -Ax, A)l e co]. (2.4) 
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Furthermore, we will assume that the large operator has constant coef- 
ficients, and is formally positive semidefinite, i.e., 
the C’ and D are constant matrices and D + DT 3 0. (2.5) 
Next, we require the domain Q and Eqs. (2.1)-(2.3) to have a certain 
amount of smoothness. Specifically, assume 
Q is a bounded domain in R" with 852 E C”; (2.6) 
A’, the A’, and B are in C”([O, r] x No), for some m 2 
[n/21 + 2; (2.7) 
M(x) is in C”(d); (2.8) 
f( .; 3,) is in H”(Q), the Sobolev space of functions with m 
derivatives in L2, and F is in 
X,([O, To]; a)= fi Cj([O, To]; H”-‘(0)). (2.9) 
j=O 
With the differential equation and intial data this smooth, we can hope 
to obtain a solution in X,,,( [0, r]; 52) for some T< To, but only if the 
boundary and initial data are sufficiently compatible (cf. [ 13,231). 
Specifically, let “a:u(O)” be the value of the ith time derivative of u at t = 0 
constructed formally from (2.1) (2.3), so that, for example, 
“atu(O)"=(A')~'[F-A'u.,-Bu-~[C'u,+Du]I,=o. 
U'f 
Then we require that 
krafu(oy = 0 on asz, i=O, l,..., m- 1. (2.10) 
Although we will indeed obtain a solution u(t, x, 2) in X,( [0, T]; $2) for 
some T and all suffkiently large 1, the estimates we obtain for second and 
higher time derivatives of u will depend on 1. Specifically, we will show 
where Ill IIIm,T,~. is the A-weighted norm on X,( [0, T]; Q) defined by 
III”lllm.T.I. E suP III”(f)lllm,A- 
04fGT 
= sup Ilu(t)ll~+ f III’-ia:‘O(t)ll~pj 
O<r<T j= I 1 
112 
. (2.12) 
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Clearly we must assume that an estimate like (2.11) holds at time t = 0, 
which requires that 
(2.13) 
If, in addition to the above assumptions, the boundary matrix 
v’(Aj + AC’) of system (2.1) were nonsingular and the boundary condition 
were maximally nonnegative, then existence of solutions for fixed 1 would 
be assured [23, 241, but estimate (2.11) might not hold, because the 
localization used in obtaining energy estimates introduces variable coef- 
ficients into the large operator. Furthermore, the physical systems to be 
discussed later have singular boundary matrices, so that even this existence 
result for fixed ,l does not apply to them. We therefore will assume the 
existence of a differential operator Q which, like the curl in the fluid 
dynamics case, almost annihilates the large operator and yields an equation 
similar to the vorticity equation in fluid dynamics; in fact in the physical 
systems discussed later Q will include a curl operator. Specifically, defining 
we assume 
there exists an operator Q = f K’a, 
j=l 
such that 
(2.14) 
the Kj are constant matrices; (2.15) 
QP=O; (2.16) 
QD = BP for some matrix b; (2.17) 
BD=O; (2.18) 
IbIlk 6 ck(IlQ41k-, + IIWIL~ + l1410 + II~~IL~~~~~,~) for 
positive integers k, where 11 Ilk denotes the Hk(L!) norm and 
II IIs,d the H”(as2) norm; (2.19) 
there exist a positive-definite symmetric A”‘(t, x, U) and sym- 
metric A”j(t, x, U) such that 
(i) KjA” = J°Kj 
(ii) KjAi+K~Aj~~lKj+JjK1 (2.20) 
If (A”‘, A”j) = (A’, A’) then (2.20) says that the commutator of Q and 
A”8, + Ajax, is a first-order operator, which is not automatic for matrix 
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operators as it would be for scalar ones. However, the KJ might not be 
square matrices, and then (A”‘, A’) might be some contracted or extended 
version of (A’, A’). 
Finally, we assume that the boundary condition is nonnegative for the 
0( 1) operator and maximally nonnegative for the large operator, and that 
the boundary matrix of the vorticity equation is nonnegative i.e., 
A” z c;= 1 v’(x) A j(r, x, u) is positive semidelinite on the null 
space of M(x), for all (t, x, v) in [0, To] x No such that x E dQ 
and M(x) u = 0, where v is the outer normal on 8s2; (2.21) 
the boundary condition M(x) u = 0 is maximally nonnegative 
for C(x) E c,“= 1 v’(x) C’, i.e., C”(x) is positive semidelinite on 
the null space N(x) of M(x), but not on any space properly 
containing N(x). (2.22) 
2”~ c,“=, v’(x) Aj(t, x, v) 3 0 for all (t, x, u) E [0, T] x No such 
that x E XJ and M(x) u = 0. (2.23) 
3. UNIFORM EXISTENCE THEOREM 
THEOREM 1. Assume (2.4)-(2.10) and (2.13)-(2.23) hold. Then there 
exists a 1, such that for A > A,, (2.1 t(2.3) has a classical solution on some 
time interval [0, T] independent of A. These solutions are unique and satisfy 
(2.11). Furthermore, if A “( t, x, u) = 0 provided x E %2 and M(x) u = 0 then I, 
can be chosen to be us small us desired as long as it is positive. 
Proof The uniqueness of classical solutions is well known; the proof in 
[ 171 for the initial-value problem works also for the initial-boundary-value 
problem since our boundary condition is nonnegative. 
To prove existence, we will first approximate (2.1 k(2.3) by systems with 
nonsingular boundary matrices in order to be able to apply the existence 
theorem for such systems, then establish uniform estimates for the solutions 
of these approximating systems, and, finally, take a limit to obtain 
existence for (2.1)-( 2.3). 
In order for the approximating equations to be sufficiently smooth, we 
must approximate the initial data f in H”’ by f(“) in H” + ’ which will also 
satisfy compatibility conditions like (2.10) up to order m-l. 
Approximants satisfying even more compatibility conditions were construc- 
ted in Lemma 3.3 of [23] for smooth linear equations with nonsingular 
boundary matrices, and the first half of the proof there can be adapted to 
obtain the fck) needed here, as follows: The nonlinearity and limited 
smoothness of the coefficients cause no problems since the equations from 
[23] that must be solved remain linear and it is easy to check using 
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calculus inequalities that the f”“ obtained are indeed in H”‘+ ‘, provided 
these linear equations can be solved. The equations have the form 
M(A” + nc”)’ qp’ = M$!k’ 1 ) i=o,..., m - 1, where the $j,,!“) are known given 
#F) for j< i, and A” depends only on #&“I. Hence it suffices to show 
Range[ M] c Range [ M( A ” + Kv)i], and, since A’ + KY’ is symmetric, 
Range[(A’+ AC”)‘] = Range[A” + AC”] for i= 2,..., m - 1, so it suffices to 
show 
Range[M] c Range[M(A” + Xv)]. (3.1) 
Now since MU = 0 is nonnegative for A” and maximally nonnegative for 
C’, Mu = 0 is maximally nonnegative for A ” + X7’ when A > some A,. The 
maximality implies that for such A, Null [A” + KY] c Null[M], so that by 
the symmetry of A” + AC”, (Null[M])’ c Range[A” + AC”], which implies 
(3.1). If A” = 0 then 1, can be any positive number, and in general 
IA”(t, x, fck’)j e can be bounded independently of k, so I, is independent 
of k. 
Thus we obtain fck) in Hm+’ obeying the compatibility conditions 
through order m - 1 and converging in H” to f as k -+ co. Furthermore, 
“8f~(~)(O),” defined analogously to “a:~(,)” but usingfck) instead off, is in 
Hm+‘-‘(52). Borrowing a trick from pp. 31-32 of [ 181 we let L be a scalar, 
constant-coefficient, strictly hyperbolic operator of order m + 2 and let Uck’ 
satisfy the initial-value problem 
8: Vk’(0) = bounded extension of “8f~‘~‘(O)” to Hr + ’ ~ ‘(It”), 
O<i<m+l 
so that standard estimates (e.g., Theorem 4.1 of Chap. 3 in [ 161) show that 
(when restricted to 52) Utk)~ X,, r( [0, T,,]; 9). 
Now extend v to be in C”(a) and define the approximating equations 
by (cf. WI) 
AOu,+ A’ux,+il[C’u.x,+Du] +E(V.V) u 
=F+&(V.V) UCk) in Q 
Mu=0 on af2 
u(0) =f’k). 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
For A > 1,) E sufficiently small, and k sufficiently large, the boundary 
matrix of this system is nonsingular, the boundary condition is maximally 
non-negative, the compatibility conditions are satisfied through order 
m - 1, the right side of (3.2) is in X,, and the initial data is in H”, so 
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(3.2)-(3.4) has a solution u(t, x, 2, E, k) in X,([O, T(I, E, k)]; Q) [23; 24, 
Appendix A]. 
Let e(k) = (l/k) min( 1, I[l(v .V) Uk’lll;,~,,,,) so that in particular the right 
side of (3.2) is bounded in X,,, if E <s(k). In the next two sections we will 
show that for such E, if I and k are sufficiently large, then 
for some fixed T and 
T(AE,k)>T (3.5) 
Ill UA E, k)lll,,, 6 C on CO, Tl (3.6) 
for some c independent of 1, E, and k. An L2 energy estimate for 
~(2, E(kl), k,) - ~(2, c(kz), k,) then shows that as k -+ co ~(2, c(k), k) con- 
verges in C’([O, T]; L*(Q)) to some u(1). By interpolation (see, e.g., 
pp. 39940 of [ 19]), convergence also holds in nJTPo’ Ci( [0, T]; H”-jp”) 
3 C’( [0, T] x D) so u(1) is a classical solution of (2.1 b(2.3). Furthermore 
i?$u(t, A, E(k), k) converges weak-* in L”( [0, T]; H’+‘(Q)), it is easy to 
show that the its limit is Jl;u(,?), and the norm is lower semicontinuous 
under weak-* convergence, so (3.6) implies (2.11). Finally u can be shown 
to be in X,, not just fiy&’ C’v’( [0, T]; Hmemjm ‘(Q)), by adapting as in 
[24] the arguments from pp. 40 and 4446 of [19]. (CA’ is the space of 
functions whose jth derivative obeys a Lipschitz condition.) 
4. SET-UP FOR ESTIMATES 
In order to show that (3.5)-(3.6) hold, it suffices to show that (3.6) holds 
on as much of some fixed interval [0, T] as the solution exists on, because 
the existence theorem shows that the solution can be continued as long as 
(3.6) holds and lu(f, x, I, k, &)--f(x)/ <so (where so is from (2.4)), but 
estimate (3.6) implies that this last condition remains true for at least some 
fixed time. Furthermore, in showing that (3.6) holds we may assume that 
UEX,+, (which justifies all of the energy estimates to be performed 
below), because the equation and initial data could be approximated by 
smoother ones as in Appendix A of [24], the continuation theorem there 
says that the resulting approximations to u would remain in X,, , as long 
as they are bounded in X,,,, and the X, energy estimates for the 
approximations imply (3.6) upon taking a limit. 
Estimate (3.6) will be proven by finding seminorms II/ 111 E,(1) and 
III III EZ(i)’ such that if Mu = 0 on 852 then 
clcIll4ll.,(,,+ III~llls,ci,l G II/~lllm,l 
dc*cIIl4ll.,(,)+ lll4llE,(i.,l~ (4.1) 
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for which we can show that for J sufficiently large 
IlId& 1, k &)I11 E2 G 1;2( Illu(h A, k &)lll~,d (4.3) 
with the ci and F’ independent of (I, k, E), F, continuous and nondecreas- 
ing on [0, co), and Fz continuous and nondecreasing on [0, 211jflllE,cn,]. 
Since II“u(O)“II~,+~~=~ ll l~i“a~u(O~‘Il~..j~constant by(2.13)andfCk’+f 
in H”. 
Ill40, k E, ~)lll,.i. d constant (4.4) 
for k sufticiently large (depending on 1) and E < E(k). Similarly, (4.1) 
guarantees that lllf’k’lll E,(1) G t lllflll E,(I) for k sufficiently large. Hence for 
such (I, k, E), (4.1 k(4.3) imply a differential inequality for 
lllu(t, 1, k, E)lll El(i) which, using (4.1) (4.3), and (4.4), yields (3.6). 
Let ( , ) be the L2 inner product and II II i the Hi norm on Q. Define the 
seminorms III Ill E,(1) and Ill Ill E2(a) by 
II/.IIIE,(I)E (.,AO.)+ f A2(‘-i) 
[ 1 
112 
(a;., A’+) + c (DaQ., A”‘D”Q.) 
i=l lorl<m-1 
(4.5) 
m-l m-1 
Ill * Ill Ez(a = c II~l-i~;Q~ll,-i-l + I/Z’-II,,-, + 1 llA1-i~;P~Ilm-i-l, (4.6) 
i= 1 i=l 
where D” includes only spatial derivatives. We first show that (4.1) holds: 
since A0 and A”’ are bounded and >c, initially, the estimates to be derived 
show that they remain >c1/2 for a time independent of (A, k, E), since, e.g., 
AO(u(t)) 2 AO(u(0)) - I-4o(u(O)) - AO(u(t))l 
3 Cl - tllAOllcl sup Ilu,b)ll w-’ 
O<s<t 
%,-kc& 
2 
for t < c,/2ck, where k = ljA”llc~ and c is the bound on IIIu~[~,,,~ obtained in 
(3.6) when assuming A0 2 c,/2 in deriving the estimates. (Of course, the 
time T up to which the estimates are valid must then be restricted to be 
<c,j2ck.) Also, M~!?ju=afMu=O on X! for i<m- 1, so (2.19) and the 
positivity of A0 and A”’ imply (4.1). 
Before starting to derive (4.2k(4.3) note that for the (,I, E, k) under con- 
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sideration the boundary matrix for E(V .V) is positive, the commutator of 
E(V. V) with Q is a first-order operator (since E(V .V) is a scalar operator), 
the term E(V .V) UCk) is bounded in X,, and (2.9) and (2.13) still hold when 
fis replaced byfCk’. Thus (3.2)(3.4) is of the form (2.1)-(2.3) so that, for 
the purpose of deriving energy estimates, it s&ices to consider the latter. 
The basic idea used to derive estimates (4.2)-(4.3) is as follows: The rate 
of change of the L2 norm of u and its time derivatives can be estimated 
from (2.1), because these quantities obey the boundary condition and 8, is 
a constant-coefficient scalar operator and so commutes with the large 
operator in (2.1). The rate of change of the L2 norm of QU can be estimated 
from Q of (2.1). These estimates give (4.2). Solving (2.1) for Pu allows 
us to estimate PM and all of its derivatives, because Pu = -Du + 
O(( l/n) u,, (l/A) VU), (Pu), = -Du, - (l/n) A’u,, + 0( l/1), etc. Similarly, 
solving Q of (2.1) for Qu! allows us to estimate all derivatives of QU that 
include at least one time derivative. In this way we obtain (4.3). The point 
of this scheme is two-fold: it yields estimates that include normal 
derivatives even if the boundary matrix is singular, and these estimates 
have the desired L-dependence. In contrast, estimating the rate of change of 
the L2 norm of Vu, directly from (2.1) would (even if the boundary terms 
caused no problem) have the wrong L-dependence because of the presence 
of the term (VA’) u,, in 8,V of (2.1). 
5. ESTIMATES 
Taking 8: of (2.1) 0 < i < m, multiplying by 2u if i = 0 and 2A2” ~ “8;~ if 
i> 1, integrating over Sz and integrating by parts in the terms containing 
derivatives of order i + 1 gives 
except that the factors of A should be omitted if i = 0. The second and third 
terms on the left side are nonnegative by assumptions (2.21k(2.22) and 
(2.5), so the first term is bounded by the right side, which can be estimated 
by F(lIl4ll,,~) b ecause there are always sufficient powers of l/L there. 
Adding the results for 0 < i < m yields 
$,AOu)+ f 2 2('-i'(iTfu, A"+) GF(IllullJ,,,). 
i= I 1 
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Taking Q of (2.1) yields, by virtue of (2.14)(2.17), (2.20), 
ii’( + aj(Qu), + A&P4 
=F- QF- QBu-K’(A~)~,u,-K’(A~)~, u,,. (5.2) 
Since only first derivatives of u occur in F, calculus inequalities imply that 
lIFllm-l<F(II~IIm, (I~,ll~-~)=F(Illulll,,,). (The only calculus inequalities 
needed for this and other estimates in this section are the Holder, Sobolev, 
and Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequalities, and the estimates derived from these 
in Appendix B of [24].) Hence, taking a spatial derivative D" of (5.2) 
multiplying the result by 2D"Qu, integrating over Sz, integrating by parts 
in the terms with /cl1 + 1 derivatives of Qu, using calculus inequalities and 
(2.23), and summing over ICI( d m - 1 gives 
Once we show that II1~P~ll,~~61;(Illulll,,,) (see (5.10)) (5.1) and (5.3) 
will yield (4.2), so we now turn to proving (4.3). 
Multiply (5.2) by (A’))’ and solve for (Qu), to obtain 
a,(Qu)= -(ii”)-’ K’(A’), u,- (A”)-‘[ABPu] +p, (5.4) 
where F is a sum of terms with no explicit L-dependence, no time 
derivatives and at most 2 spatial derivatives of u. Now take D"af-' of both 
sides of (5.4), multiply by I’ ~ ‘, take the L* norm, and sum over 0 < Ial < r, 
where i+ r < m - 1. On the left side we obtain /IL’- ‘8jQullr. If all the 
derivatives are placed on the factor u, in the first term on the right side of 
(5.4) the result can be estimated by F(llullrn)lllZi~‘alull,; if either i= 1 or all 
the derivatives are placed on the factor bPu the second term can be 
estimated by F( Ilull,)li3LiP '13~'(lbPu)ll,; if all the time derivatives are 
placed on the factor (A”‘)) ’ in the second term, the result can be estimated 
by (I/L) F( /IIulll ,,JII~~PuII, ~ 1. All other terms that occur can be estimated 
by (l/~) f’Ill~lll,,,)~ so 
II~'~'~~Qull,~F(~lull,)(ll~'-'~i,ul~.+ IIn'-'a;-'(bPu)ll,) 
+;F(lllulllm.i)u + III~~P4ll,-,) for i+r<m- 1. 
(5.5) 
The remaining estimates needed will be obtained from 
Pu=-Du-A0 +;[F-Ah-Bu], (5.6) 
505/68/3-8 
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which is just (2.1) rewritten, and from 
1 
bPu= -DA0 -u, [ 1 2 + f [BF- BA’u, - bBu], (5.7) 
obtained from (5.6) by multiplying by b and using (2.18). Taking DVf of 
both sides of (5.6), multiplying by 1 if i= 0 and il’ Pi if i2 1, taking the Lz 
norm of the result, summing over 0 d JttJ d I, and estimating the right side 
yields 
II~ull~~~ll~ll,+~F~lll~lll,,~~, Odr<m-1 (5.8) 
i+r<m- 1. (5.9) 
Since the Du term is absent from (5.7), the corresponding estimates for 
BPu are 
ll~~~ll,~~F~Ill~lll,.i~, O<r<m-1 (5.10) 
ll~‘-~aj~Pull,< F~llull,~lll-‘ai”ull.+~ F(Ill~lll,,,), j+r<m- 1. 
(5.11) 
(As noted above, substituting (5.10) into (5.3) and adding the result to 
(5.1) yields (4.2).) 
Substituting (5.8) into (2.19) and using (4.5) and (4.1), we obtain 
Ilull r+l ~M.+clll4lls,+~F(lll4ll~,. Ill4ll~J (5.12) 
for O<r<m- 1. Since IIuIIO<cIJIz&,, (5.12) can be solved for ll~ll~ in 
terms of IIIuIII E, and terms of order l/1 by repeated substitution, so that 
IlP4,-, ~cII~I,~cI~I~I~, ++‘(lllulll~,~ Illulll~,h (5.13) 
Next, substituting (5.13), (5.10), and (5.11) withj= i- 1 into (5.5) yields 
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Substituting (5.13) into the right side of (5.9), adding the result to (5.14), 
using (2.19) and defining Zi= 111’-‘afQuII,+ 1112’-‘8fP~l[,, we obtain 
~~~~(lllul/l.,~cL+z:~,+z:+:]+~F((llull,,, lIIUIllE,), (5.15) 
with Zi- i = 0. 
Inequalities (5.15) can also be solved for the Zi by repeated substitution, 
giving 
m-1 
iC, (II~‘-‘~~Q~Ilm-i~~ + ll~‘-‘~fP~IIm-ip~) 
Adding (5.13) to (5.16) yields 
(5.16) 
For 1 sufficiently large, (5.17) can be solved for IIJuIll E2 in terms of lllulll E,, 
yielding (4.3). 
The foregoing yields the solution to (2.1 k(2.3) for L > some 1,. To 
obtain solutions for 0 < 1~ Iz,, when A’ = 0, proceed as in Section 4 of [24] 
and note that (2.19) implies that the analogue of estimate (2.12) of [24] 
holds. The resulting solutions with 6 < 1 d & obey (2.11) with c = ~(6, A,,) 
for any 6 > 0. 
6. THE INCOMPRESSIBLE LIMIT OF COMPRESSIBLE FLUDS 
Before considering the problem mentioned in the Introduction, we 
review the application of Theorem 1 to the incompressible limit of slightly 
compressible fluids. For simplicity, we will discuss here the barotropic case, 
in which the pressure depends only on the density; the general case in 
which the pressure depends also on the entropy is discussed in [24]. 
Euler’s equations for barotropic inviscid fluid flow are, in nondimen- 
sionalized form 
p,+(u~v)p+pv-u=o (6.1) 
pu,+p(u.V) u+tw(p)Vp =o (6.2) 
u*v=o on an (6.3) 
PQI XT 2) = Pok A), 40, x, J-1 = u,(x, A), (6.4) 
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where p is the fluid density, u its velocity, P(p) a given pressure-density 
relation, and 1 is essentially the inverse of the initial Mach number 
[14, 191. Assuming that p,,(x, A) + some constant p,, > 0 as 1* + co, 
(6.1 k(6.2) can be written in symmetrized form in terms of u and 
r=A(p--p,) as 
where p(r) =pO+ (r/n). Then, provided for some m 2 3 (in 3 spatial 
dimensions) P(P)E Cm+‘, P’> cl >O, IIpOllm -t IIuOllm +A211Vpoll,,- 1 + 
AIIV. UJ m ~ 1 d constant, %J E C”, andv.“afu(O)“=OforO<i<m-l,con- 
ditions (2.4)-(2.10), (2.13)(2.23) are satisfied with 
since everything but (2.19) can be checked directly, and (2.19) reduces to 
Il4lkdc(IIV~4k-1 + IIVX4k-I + Ibllo+ lIV~4lk-(1,2,.a)~ (6.5) 
which is proven in [S]. Hence (6.1 k(6.4) has a solution on a time internal 
[0, T] independent of A and JIlu, I(p-p,)lll,,,,.~constant. In [14], [24] 
it is shown that this solution tends as J + co to the solution of the incom- 
pressible Euler equations, and that the same results still hold when P also 
depends on the entropy. 
7. QUASIGEOSTROPHIC APPROXIMATION OFTHE SHALLOW WATER EQUATIONS 
The nondimensionalized shallow water equations can be written as 
u,+uu,+uu,+A(q,-u)=O (7.1) 
u, + uu, + VU-" +il(t?" + u) = 0 (7.2) 
(F/( 1 +Y)) crl, + urlx + w,l + 4% + uyl 
=(l/(l+yq) Cu(rle),+u(r1,),1. (7.3) 
These are (3.12.8)(a), (b), (c) of [21] with (3.12.12) and (3.12.18) sub- 
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stituted in and with J = l/s. Here (u, II) is the fluid’s horizontal velocity, q is 
the deviation of the free surface from a fixed level, F is a positive constant, 
and r,re(x, y) is the deviation of the bottom height from a fixed level. 
As detailed in [21], when L -+ co we can obtain formally from 
(7.1~(7.3) the limit equation 
C~,+rlx~.~-~,~,lC~~-F,+4~1=0. (7.4) 
Using Theorem 1 we can easily show that this equation is indeed satisfied 
in the limit I --) co for solutions in a bounded domain with solid-wall boun- 
dary conditions: 
THEOREM 2. Solutions to (7.1)-(7.3) in a bounded domain rZ with boun- 
dary condition (u, 0). v = 0 on al2 exist for a time T independent of A., and 
(u, v, q) converges as I + 00 to the solution of (7.4) with boundary conditions 
specified below, provided the initial data (MO, u”, q”) satisfies 
0) lb”(~), 41), ~“(~)l14+41u~+~~~ vi-o’, $+u”l136c 
(ii) V+ (-a+(oy, -a;u(oyy=o on da, i=O, 1, 2, 3 
(iii) (u’, u”, q”) conoerge in H4 to some (u”,, uz, r&) as A+ c0. 
ProoJ: Equations (7.1)-(7.3) is of the form (2.1) and letting 
,4°=,o=diag(l,1,F/(1+~)) ,..., 
it is easy to check that (2.4)(2.10) (2.13)-(2.23) are satisfied. For example, 
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(2.19) again reduces to (6.5). Hence a solution to (7.1)-(7.3) exists for a 
time T independent of I and 
Adding -8, of (7.1) a, of (7.2), and - (7.3) gives 
,,,+,,,+u~,,[“.~-,.+(l~(l+~))(-F~+’1~)] 
=(u,+u~)(ul_u,~+~ [l/( 1 +?)I’. (7.5) 
which contains no O(1) terms. Since (u, u, ‘I) is bounded in 
C’( [0, T]; H4) n C’( [0, T]; H3), the Arzela-Ascoli theorem plus inter- 
polation inequalities show that a subsequence, still denoted (u, V, q) con- 
verges in C’([O, T]; H4-6) to some (P, uoo, q”). Since no 0(L) terms 
appear in (7.5), the convergence of (u, u, v]) implies that a,(~, - u, - J’q) 
converges in C”( [0, T]; H2-6) to some W”. Since (7.1)-(7.3) show that 
u, - uy - Fq + A@= - Fq” in C”( [0, T]; H3-‘). Hence 
Aq”-Fq”lb= lim (u,-uu,-Fq)(~ 
2. + m 
which shows that W” = d,(Aq” - Fq” ). Since the last term on the right of 
(7.5) is of order l/n and (7.6) implies that the first term on the right of (7.5) 
converges to zero, taking the limit L--t cc in (7.5) yields 
[a, + Pa, + u”~?,][Aq” - Fq” + q,] = 0. Using once more ZP = -ylT 
and P =q,“, which follow from (7.6), we obtain (7.4). 
In order to show that convergence holds as A--+ cc without restricting to 
a sequence, it suffices to show that qm satisfies additional conditions that 
ensure its uniqueness, since any sequence will then have a subsequence 
converging to the same limit. First, since ~(0, x, y, 2) = ~‘(x, y, 1) and q” 
converges to II”,, 
1”(0, x, Y) = rl%(x, Y). (7.7) 
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Second, taking the limit as A + cc of the boundary condition (u, 0). v = 0 
on ~352 yields 
6?,",rt,").V=o on af2. (7.8) 
Letting v = (v, , v2) and defining the tangent vector r to 80 by T = 
(vz, -v,), we observe that (7.8) says that (r.V) qoo = 0 on X?, so that (for 
fixed t) q” is constant on each connected component of XI. Because (7.8) 
does not determine the values of these constants, we will need a supplemen- 
tary boundary condition for each component (&?), of aa. These conditions 
can be derived as follows: Taking the inner product on 852 of v with d/dt of 
(7.1)-j 7.2) yields 
because v. (ut,, u,,) =O. Taking the inner product of t with (7.1b(7.2) 
yields 
T~(U,,u,)+T~[(U,U)~V](U,U)+~T~Vtj=0. (7.10) 
Note that the last term in (7.10) is not zero since it is qco, not q, that 
satisfies the boundary condition (7.8). However, we claim that the integral 
of this term over any connected component (X?), of the boundary is zero. 
To see this, note that since the differential operator (t . V) is tangential to 
m Stan,, (T f V) v = -Stan,, 0. T) = -Jcaa,, da,, v2 - ax2 VI 1, ~0 it suffices 
to show that 
a,,v,-a,v, =o on asz. (7.11) 
But if aQ is given locally by the solution set of $(x) =0 then v can be 
defined near CM2 by 
v=vc~llwll (7.12) 
since the right side of (7.12) is, when restricted to XJ, parallel to Vt,G and of 
length one, and (7.12) implies (7.11). Hence (7.9~(7.10) imply that 
Since the right side of this equation converges as rZ + cc (for the sub- 
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sequence chosen above), the left side must also, and then it follows easily 
that 
(7.13) 
Because the derivative ~.~$.-- q-: 8, is tangential to X2, this can also be 
written as 
(7.14) 
for each connected component (aQ)i of 852. On the other hand, adding 
(7.13) for all i gives 
so that (7.13) implies that 
d 
ii ac2 I 
(v.V)q"=O. (7.15) 
If X2 is connected (i.e., if the bounded domain Q is simply connected), then 
only one supplementary boundary condition is needed and (7.14) reduces 
to (7.15). 
We can now complete the proof by showing that suffkiently smooth 
solutions of (7.4), (7.7), (7.8), (7.14) are unique. To show this uniqueness, 
let q(l) and qC2) be two solutions of (7.4), (7.7), (7.8), (7.14), and set r~ = 
q(I) - qC2). Then subtracting Eq. (7.4) for q(I) from (7.4) for qC2) we get 
la,+Il~‘)a,-Il:l)a,][-dr]+Frll 
= [rjg-+yJ[ -Ap’+Ft+2)+&3]. 
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Multiplying by 2( -dq + Fq) and integrating over Q yields 
where c depends on the H4 norm of qC2’, which is bounded on [0, T]. Also, 
If we can show that solutions of (7.8) satisfy 
(7.18) 
for some c, and k, then substituting (7.18) into c: (7.17) + (7.16) and using 
Gronwall’s lemma will show that q = 0 since (7.7) implies that q(O) = 0. 
In showing (7.18) we will use the well-known elliptic estimate j[q]j 2 < 
k( I]dqllO+ l]q1(3,2,an). Since (7.8) says that q is locally constant on X& 
however, 11 ‘I II3/2,dR = II? 11 o,m. Thus, 
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for any c* . Solving this inequality for Ild~l10 shows that 
11411~2 k(* :,:, llvll*-& ll’lllw]z 
1 
llsll: 
1 
32k2(l - +c*) 2 2 (* +$)2 11111:,2. (7.19) 
Hence, 
i; [(F-A)nlC(Fd)ql+~~~[~~~~~,(v.V)rl]~ 
I 
for some k, provided c, and c* are chosen suficiently large, since F> 0 
and q is constant on each (da), so that 1~ IdR,I = c Stan,, q< c[jCanj, ~~1”~ <
clltlll:,2. Thus (7.18) does hold, which completes the proof of uniqueness, 
and hence also of convergence. 
In particular, this result shows that (7.4), (7.7), (7.8), (7.14) is a well- 
posed initial-boundary-value problem. Existence and uniqueness for a 
three-dimensional variant of (7.4) with periodic horizontal boundary con- 
ditions was proven in [8]. 
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8. LOW-MACH-NUMBER COMBUSTION 
In this section we consider a problem in combustion that is almost, but 
not quite, of the form covered in Theorem 1. By making a few 
modifications of the estimates from Section 5, however, we will still be able 
to obtain a uniform existence theorem, and a convergence theorem also. 
The nondiffusive, two-species, y-glas-law equations for combustion can 
be written in nondimensionalized form as 
2,+(u*V)Z=k,Ze~~~” (8.4) 
with the boundary condition 
u.v=o on af2, W) 
where P is the pressure, u the fluid velocity, T the temperature, Z the mass- 
fraction of unburnt gas, and Iz is essentially the inverse of the Mach number 
of the fluid. 
For a discussion of these equations (including diffusive terms also) see 
[19]; Eqs. (8.1~(8.5) correspond to (2.128), (2.130)(a) of [19] with the 
diffusive coefficients k and d there set equal to zero. The asymptotic 
analysis in [19] shows that as A + co, system (8.1~(8.4) tends formally to 
v.p=’ 
Y 
y,k,~e-Ao”- f q,k,$cAol’ 1 
gCU,“+(U”. V)u”]+Vp”=O (8.8) 
&[T,m+(C V)T”]+(y-1)P”V.u” 
= qok, $ Zwe-AofTm (8.9) 
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zy + (um . V) Z” = -q&, 5 e-4/F (8.10) 
24 md . ” = 0 on dQ, (8.11) 
where ff (l/vol(C2)) JnS, which correspond to 2.140 of [19] with dif- 
fusive terms omitted. Note that since we are omitting the diffusive terms, 
the boundary conditions on Z and T have also been dropped, in both 
(8.1))(8.5) and (8.6)-(8.11). 
Our goal here is to complete this asymptotic analysis by showing that 
solutions of the initial-boundary-value problem (IBVP) for (8.1)-( 8.5), 
given suitable initial data, indeed exist and remain bounded for a time 
independent of 1, and converge as i + cc to the solution of (8.6)-(8.11). In 
particular, this will establish the existence of solutions to the IBVP for 
(8.6)-(8.11); this last result has been proven previously in [27], which 
treats the more general case of several species with individual y-gas-laws. 
As discussed in [ 191 and the references there, the correct approximation 
to make for large A-( =small Mach-number) is that the pressure is nearly 
constant (in space), so we let 
P( t, x, 1) = P,( t, I) + ; r( t, x, A). (8.12) 
Inserting this into (8.1) and multiplying by I/P, yields 
$[r,+(u.V)f]+l yv.u-Qo~~~e~“UI’+~(P,), +$rv*u 
0 [ 0 1 0 6hko rZ ~ A,,,T =P,ye 
(8.k) 
in which we are still free to choose the time dependence of PO. Motivated 
by Eq. (8.6), which gives the formal limit of the time dependence of PO, we 
set 
(8.14) 
where 
(8.15) 
Plugging (8.14k(8.15) into (8.13) yields 
~Ir,+(u.V)rl+i[~V.~-(b-fB)]+~~V.u=~~. (8.16) 
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Also, it is straightforward to check that the entropy S, defined by 
S= ln(PYT), (8.17) 
satisfies 
s,+(u-v)s=$d. (8.18) 
Collecting (8.14), (8.16), ~(1 + (r/POA)) times (8.2), (8.17) and (8.4), we 
have the system 
(8.19) 
+[~,+(u*V)I]+IZ yV [ -.-(&fm)l+&rV.,=id (8.20) 
((i,,+i) 7 (1+&)/T) lu,+~~.V~ul+(i7+~)Vrr=O (8.21) 
S,+(u.V)S=(75 (8.22) 
z,+(u.v)z=;Tfj (8.23) 
u.v=o on ai2, (8.24) 
where #(Z, T) is given by (8.15) and T(P, + (r/A), S) is defined by solving 
(8.17) for T and inserting (8.12) for P. System (8.19)-( 8.24) is essentially a 
symmetric hyperbolic system in the form (2.1k(2.3) obeying (2.4)-(2.5) 
and (2.15)-(2.23), except for the presence of the integral sign in the right 
side of (8.19) and the presence of the term ,I[4 - f 41 in (8.20). The first of 
these causes no difficulties, but the latter is analogus to a lower order term 
LDu that does not obey the positivity condition in (2.5). Hence the major 
thrust in proving uniform existence for (8.19)-(8.23) (which is equivalent to 
uniform existence for (8.1 k(8.5)) will be showing how to deal with this 
A[$ -f 41 term. For simplicity we will assume that the number of spatial 
dimensions is three, and will only show the minimum amount of 
smoothness needed. 
THEOREM 3. In three spatial dimensions, system (8.19t(8.24) has a 
solution for a time 7 independent of 1 and 
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provided the initial data (P:(A), r’(A), u’(A), So(A), Z”(A)) satisfies 
lP:l + /IrO, u”, So, Z”l13 <c (8.26) 
AIlVr”l12 6 c (8.27) 
41Yv~~“-wo, nq, so))-fwo, T(P& SO)N*<c (8.28) 
P& S03&, (8.29) 
v . “a;.(o)” = 0 0n 32, i=O, 1,2. (8.30) 
If in addition there exist (P,“, MO”, SF, ZF) such that PO,(A) + P,” 
and (u’(A), S”(A), Z’(A)) + (u?, SF, ZF) in H3 then there exist 
(P”, P”, Urn, S”, Zos) such that as A+ CC (P,(A), u(A), S(A), Z(1)) 
converges in C”([O, z]; H3-6) to (P”, uoo, S”, Zrn), and 
(P”, P”, Urn> S”, Zm) solves (8.6)-(8.11) with T” ~e-s”‘~(P~)(~-‘)~~. 
Remark. Condition (8.28) is equivalent to (2.142)(b) of [19] since if 
there exists an Ho for which (2.142)(b) holds then integrating that equation 
over s2 shows its value is given by the average of the last term in (2.142)(b). 
Proof of Theorem 4. Ignoring the A[$ -f #] term in (8.20) and the 
integral term in (8.19), (8.19)-(8.24) satisfies assumptions (2.4)-(2.10), 
(2.13)-(2.23) with 
Q(P,, r, u, S, Z) = (VP’, V x U, VS, VZ) 
and D = b = 0. Because the excepted terms are of lower order (i.e., zero the 
order operators in a first order equation), the (nonuniform) existence and 
regularity result for the modified systems of section three still applies, and 
so it suffices to show that estimate (8.25) holds. In showing this, it is con- 
venient to derive estimates for (8.19), (8.22)-(8.23) separately and use a 
(modified) version of the estimates of Section 5 for (8.20)-(8.21). Restricted 
to Eqs. (8.20)-(8.21) for r and U, Q can be redefined as 
Q(:>=(:: VOX)(i). 
The [(I )(I E,(i.) and 11) (I( E2(2j norms will be defined by 
lllP0, r, U, 8, Zlll~,,j., - C(C*)‘IIIPo~ X zlll~,j. + II/r, ~lll2E,~~~ 
+2~(~~[r-fr]~.)+llV~~ll~]“z 
lllPo, r, 4 X 411E2fA,= lIIr7 411E2~j.~9 
(8.31) 
(8.32) 
(8.33) 
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where c* is a constant to be picked later, the [j[r, uIII~,(~, seminorms on the 
right side of (8.32~(8.33) are those given by (4.5)-(4.6) for system 
(8.19)-(8.23) with Q given by (8.31), P(r, U) = (V. U, Vr), 
and 
2o= (1 (Po+&i+&-/r) 
The reason for the last two terms in (8.32) will be made clear later. 
CLAIM. The sum of the IlIP,, r, u, S, Z(I( eiCAj norms is equivalent to the 
Ill 1113.1 norm, i.e., (4.1) holds, provided c* and A are sufficiently large. 
Proof We will use the generalized Poincare inequality, 
(I s- f L2 G 4QWfllr~. f II (8.34) 
(See, e.g., Theorem 2.5.1 of [ 121.) Thus 
6WJ-V~llo ll~,4110~$ ll~Wl~+c*ll~,c4l~ 
+l((Po+;)/T) Iu,+(~~~)~ll/:+~*ll~,mil: 
G~(llu, PO, s, zll2)c(lI~tIl;+ IIwl:Yc* +c*llP,, $3 ~,ll;l 
+t F(IllP,, r, w S ~Ill3.J 
~~F,~ll~o,~,~lI:+lI~~~ll:+II~~~ll:+Il~ll~~ 
* c(~,ll~+ llv4lf+ IIVX a;+ II4l~c* + C*IIPr, s,, Z,ll~l 
+ t ~(IIIPo~ r, 4 S, Zll13,J, (8.35) 
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because $ depends only on (P,, S, Z) up to order l/L Picking c* large 
enough that 
at time t = 0, the estimates to be derived show that F, <SC* on some fixed 
time interval, since estimates (4.1)-(4.2) show that (d/dt) (III’,,, S, Zll: + 
IIV x ~11: + I/V. ~11: + Ilull;) < constant. This bound on F implies that 
Wj, b-f4 4,I --J ( th < * x o er terms on right side of (8.32) + 0(1/L). 
Hence, up to terms of order l/I, IIIPO, r, U, S, Z/J/.,,,, is equivalent to 
“IllP,,, r, U, S, Zl/l E,(j.j with the term [2 {[r-f r] a,d] omitted,” and so for 
3, sufficiently large, (4.1) holds. (The term IIV. uI\f, which is included in 
/)I 111 E, to make the above argument work, causes no problem in showing 
(4.1) since it is positive-definite and of order 1.) 
We now turn to deriving estimates (4.2)-(4.3). Since Q annihilates the 
term L&--f 41 in (8.20) estimates (5.3) and (5.5) still hold (with the 
AdPu terms absent). Also, instead of (5.8)-(5.9) we obtain 
IIVr, V. 412 d (II/P,, X Zlll3,j.) +i F(lIIPo, r, u, X Zll/~,j.) (8.36) 
because 4 depends only on (PO, S, Z) up to order l/L. The first term on the 
right in (8.36) and (8.37) will cause no trouble since it is estimated in terms 
of III IIIE,’ 
Furthermore, the equations for (PO, S, Z) are themselves in symmetric 
hyperbolic form, contain no O(L) terms, have the time derivatives standing 
alone (without being multiplied by functions), and have vanishing boun- 
dary matrices, so the time derivative of the L* norms of all derivatives of 
(P,,, S, Z) can be estimated from (8.19), (8.22k(8.23) and the powers of 
l/J. will work out correctly to give 
; /IF’,, S, Zlll3,~ <F(IlIP,, u, u, S, ZIII 3,~). (8.38) 
Thus, the only further estimates needed are some replacement for (5.1) 
and an estimate for (d/dt)lJV* ~11:. Once these are obtained, the estimates 
can be turned into the form (4.2)-(4.3) in a fashion similar to Section 5 
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(taking into account (8.35)), and (4.2~(4.3) implies the desired estimate 
(8.25). In deriving the modified version of (5.1) we will use the estimate 
IIW,, s, mo +; lkv(Po, s, allo 
d F( IIIPO, r, u, X Zlll3,J, (8.39) 
which is obtained by adding the L* norm of 8, of (8.19) (8.22)-(8.23) 
to the L2 norm of (l/A) 8: of (8.19) (8.22~(8.23), because (8.19) 
(8.22~(8.23) contain no U(A) terms. 
Multiplying (8.20) by r and (8.21) by u and integrating over Q gives 
(8.40) 
Taking a, of (8.20)(8.21) multiplying by (;,) and integrating over Sz gives 
G F( III POT r, u, & Zlll 3,~). (8.41) 
Taking 8: of (8.2Ok(8.21), multiplying by ;1 
and summing over i = 2,3 gives 
*(’ ~ “( z:), integrating over Q, 
Now 
G 4IIl~o7 r, u, S, Zlll3.J - 2 J1, f rrr [ 4,, - f 4,,] 
-2f~(~r,.,)[~~,,,-j~d...]- (8.42) 
p[~-f~]l=P[r-fq+f~] 
=~~[~-f~]~l~ll~~~ll~~ll~ll~~ 
= ~[(Po+#] cu,+(uw~l~L* MIIL2 
G Jl Ill PO, r. u, S, Zlll 3,,J 
5OS/b8/3-9 
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by (8.34) and (8.21) so that the last term can be omitted from (8.40). Next, 
by (8.39) because 4 depends only on (PO, S, Z) up to order l/L, so the last 
terms may be omitted from (8.42). 
Unfortunately, the same trick will not work for (8.41): the second term 
on the left side is in general of order II. However, this term is the time 
derivative of something of order 1 plus a term of order 1. Thus 
using (8.34), (8.21), and (8.39). Hence (8.41) can be written as 
G F( IllPoT r, & X Zlll3.i.)~ (8.43) 
(As explained above the term in 2l[r -f r] 4, is actually 0( 1) not 0(n).) 
Finally, writing (8.20) as 
V.u= -t(l+~)[[d-fB]+~[r,+(u-V)r-r~l], (8.44) 
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taking D”d, of this, multiplying by 2D”V. U, integrating over Q, estimating 
the right side and summing over jcl] < 1 gives 
since at most 3 derivatives occur in Dma, of (8.44) and the term with a 
second time derivative contains a fatter of l/n. Collecting (5.3), (5.5), 
(8.36), (8.37), (8.38), the modified (8.40) and (8.42), and (8.43) and (8.45) 
then yields (4.2)-(4.3) in a manner similar to that used section five, and 
(4.1)-(4.3) imply (8.25) so uniform existence is established. 
Now, since (PO, r, U, S, Z) is bounded in C?( [O, r]; H3) n C’( [0, t]; H2), 
the Arzela-Ascoli theorem plus interpolation inequalities show that a sub- 
sequence conveges in C”( [0, t]; H3-‘) to some (P”, F, Us, S”, Zm). 
Since (8.19) (8.22)-(8.24) have no 0(J) terms it is easy to see that 
u, p”, Z”, and T” s ,ySmb?(pm)Y/(7’- 1) satisfy (8.6), (8.9 )-(8.11). Multiply- 
ing (8.20) by l/J and taking the limit as I + co shows that (8.7) holds and 
(8.8) follows in a manner similar to the convergence proof for the Euler 
equations. (See [ 14,241). Since the solution to (8.6)-(8.11) is produced in 
[27] as the fixed point of an iteration scheme, solutions are unique, so 
convergence holds without passing to a subsequence. 
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